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RECBC ~Since 1991
Name change pending

PURPOSE: To join together like minded people who
share a common interest in the education, proper
care, diet, housing and socialization of companion
exotic birds. (Statement pending).

This Month’s Meeting
July 23, 2015
Ice Cream & Popcorn Movie Night
Movie is “Pelican Dreams”
directed by Judy Irving

Check out our:

Website: www.recbc.net
NEW Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/groups/RECBC2/
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General Meeting
Place
Animal Care Center
6470 Redwood Drive,
Rohnert Park, Ca.
Behind Red Lobster and
Olive Garden
Take RP Expressway,
Exit from 101

4th Thursday
of the month

Meetings begin
promptly at 7pm

INTERESTED IN ADVERTISING IN OUR NEWSLETTER?

Place an Early Bird Ad Today!

3 lines free to current RECBC members & 4 or more lines for only $5.00

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

COMMITTEE MEMBERS

PRESIDENT
Donna Shadowens (17)
(415) 254-1711
donnarose09@gmail.com

Advertising, Publicity

VICE PRESIDENT
Sue Yasinitsky(17)
(707) 293-9629
punypaws@gmail.com

AFA Delegates
Bev Mager (707) 795-8804

SECRETARY
Chloe Jane Baskin (17)
(707) 823-1675
shelterescue@gmail.com
TREASURERS
George A Lentini (16)
(707) 528-1065
glenti@comcast.net
Carolyn Rawlinson (17)
(707) 778-9269
cjrhummer@att.net
BOARD MEMBERS AT LARGE
Pat Delaplane (16)
707 326-2393
delaplane@yahoo.com
Karen Simonaitis (16)
(707) 800-7955
ksbutton2@yahoo.com

Membership
Sue Yasinitsky

Hospitality
Carolyn Rawlinson (707) 778-9269
Newsletter Editor
Pat Delaplane (707) 326-2393
Photography
Chloe Baskin
Raffle
Karen Simonaitis
Outreach Program
Earl McEnaney & George Lentini
Website
Pat Delaplane
Welcoming Table
Bev Mager
Facebook
Sue Yasinitsky

Non-members pay a low $5.00 fee for 3 lines, 4 or more for only $10.00.
All ads must be a reasonable size OR
Check out our reasonable Commercial Ad sizes and prices!

COMMERCIAL RATES
Business card - $5/mo or $50/yr
1/2 page - $10/mo or $100/yr
Full page - $20/mo or $200/yr

Please mail
early
bird
Please
mailcommercial
commercialand
and
early
ads
by
deadline
Sunday
after
the
bird ads by deadline Sunday after
General
Meeting.
the
General
Meeting.
RECBC - Newsletter
RECBC
Newsletter
PO BOX -6232
Santa
Rosa,
PO
Box
6232Ca., 95406

or email:
dshore@shorebirds.biz
for
Santa
Rosa,
CA 95406
Commercial Ads and g lenti@comcast.net
or
glenti@comcast.net
for email
Early Bird
Ads.

RECBC, the officers, the publication and it’s
staff assume no responsibility for claims of
advertisers in the publication or for the quality of goods and/or services the advertisers provide.
Persons with substantial claims against publication advertisers may submit them to the Editors.
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Join our group facebook page:
1-From your facebook home page, type RECBC in the
search bar at the top.
2-Pick our group RECBC (Redwood Empire Cage Bird Club)
from the list (it will probably be the first in the list)
3-When the page appears, click JOIN.
3

Calendar of Events
•
JULY: Popcorn/Ice Cream Social and Movie night! Movie will be
PELICAN DREAMS, DIRECTED BY JUDY IRVING. Judy came to our May event
and I have a few DVD’s of the movie that will be for sale on movie night. The
DVD is 80-minutes long and we will serve ice cream and popcorn before the
movie. We will also have a short discussion before the meeting along with a
few items for the Silent Auction and Raffle afterwards. We will serve ice cream
and popcorn before and during the meeting.
•
AUGUST: Dr. Thorne from Alderbrook Pet Hospital will be the presenter for the evening. Bring your questions for the professional.
•
Birds

SEPTEMBER: Presentation on The Oasis and other Sanctuaries for

All meetings begin at 7pm. For each meeting, we try to respect everyone and
start the meetings on time. We would like to have a few high quality items for
the Silent Auctions. Please let Donna know what you would like to donate.
This is a great way to increase our revenue for special projects.
NOTE: Even if you don’t think you are interested in the topic of the month, please come to meetings. Let us know your interest. Please show up in support of the club... contribute your thoughts,
share your wisdom and help educate your fellow human bird friends, have some fun with other
like minded bird people. Remember...this is your club and without your participation, it’s not the
same! We need people to show up at meetings! Let me know if you need a ride by the Monday
before a meeting.

***Directory Correction***Updated Information***
Larrie, Robinn & Corbbin Goldsmith Phone 707 874-2233
If there are any other errors in the Directory, please alert a board
member and I will correct it for the next directory and will note it
in the next newsletter.

Pet Bird Rescue Site

Go to this link to view new postings of Pet Birds for adoption in California:
http://bird.rescueme.org/California
Help spread the word...
Post Rescue Me! links on Facebook, Twitter, your own sites, and forward to
friends and family.
We don’t charge for any of our services.
If you find this service useful, please make a small donation to Pet Bird Rescue:
http://bird.rescueme.org/donate
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MINUTES OF THE BOARD June 14, 2015
PRESENT: Chloe Baskin, Pat Delaplane, George Lentini, Luigina Macor, Donna Shadowens, Karen Simonaitis, Raleigh &Sue Yasinitsky,

CHOP MIX FOR YOUR BIRDS —from BirdTricks.com
A simple solution to a tight schedule is a freezer full of prepared meals
for our parrots.

Meeting: Began at 1:02 pm.
May Minutes were read and approved.
The Board has voted to sell off our inventory of mugs, t-shirts, etc., at 2 for 1 on everything.
George raised the issue of the Apple Fair, as it has always been a source of outreach
for the Club. Donna reiterated that the cost was prohibitive and George and Sue have
offered to look into other venues for our Outreach endeavors.
We discussed the pros & cons of setting up a credit card account. Donna will research
the costs.
George will bring the Treasurer’s Report to all future meetings.
Donna suggested that we send a “Speaker’s Fee” of $75 to Judy Irving, since she came to
our outing at Garth’s and donated several items to the Club.
Donna also suggested another fundraiser in the fall, and more Silent Auctions at our
monthly meetings.
We discussed the timing of sending out the Newsletter each month, and decided that
between the 10th and 15th will be best.
We decided to do an Ice Cream Social and a movie for our July meeting. Pelican Dreams
runs about 1.5 hours.
Dr. Thorne, from Alderbrook Vet Hospital, will be speaking to us in August. Pat and Donna will talk to us about Oasis in September.

When produce is at its peak you might stock up on veggies, pasta and
grains with the intention of preparing a gazillion meals to freeze for future use. Make a chop mix filled with a variety of ingredients that cover
a bird’s every nutritional need in one convenient meal.

VEGGIES:
Calabaza squash
Kale
Turnips
Beets

The meeting was adjourned at 3:00pm.

Cilantro
Broccoli

Respectfully submitted by Chloe Baskin

Red and green bell peppers
Red chili peppers

GRAINS:
Quinoa
Brown rice
Barley

BEANS:
16 bean soup mix (beans only)

PASTA:
Spiral veggie pasta

Carrots (with tops)
Zucchini

RECBC
members
get 10% off

Soak the beans over night. Rinse them,
cover them with water and set them on
the stove to cook.
Separately cook the quinoa, rice and
barley and boil the pasta and set it all
aside to cool while you chop the veggies
for the food processor.

continued on page 15
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Birdkeeping Naturally

continued from page 8

June ‘15 —EB Cravens

O

“An In-Depth Look at Avian Aggression—Part I”

f all the unpredictable behaviors to be found in captive
psittacines, perhaps none is
as potentially destructive to a trusting bird/human relationship as avian
aggression. Those keepers who have
experienced a pet or breeder bird
“friend” abruptly turning on them will
know exactly what I am talking about.
A combination of confused feelings
follows such an aggressive incident:
dejection, insult, hurt pride, fear, anger, guilt at having unwittingly caused
an assault, and hopefully of course,
compassion for the parrot’s point of
view.
In the worst-case scenario, aggressive changes in a hookbill’s behavior
towards its owner can signal the
beginning of the end for the formerly
stable relationship. Witness the many
psittacines placed into adoption, rehabilitation, and re-homing situations
because they have been deemed “too
aggressive” to continue living with
their former contented family.
This is a shame. For captive avian
aggression, like other parrot behaviors such as excessive noisemaking,
in-home mess making/destructiveness, and feather self-mutilation, can
be alleviated and coped with by any
imaginative owner who resolves to put
forward a modicum of patience and
effort.
Think of dog and cat pets, for a
moment. Dogs may make lots of
noise, defecate inside the house,

beg or paw for attentions, chew up
shoes, shed incessantly, even try to
nip strangers they do not trust. Yet
tens of thousands of such pets live in
human homes for a decade or more.
Cats can make one itchy and allergic,
bring dirty dead animals into the living
room, scratch and claw up the new
upholstery or woodwork, refuse to
obey, turn up their noses at petting or
wholesome foods, even sinisterly rob
the backyard feeder of baby young
birds. Still there are millions of cats in
long term stable homes in this country
and abroad.
What is it with parrots anyway?
Do keepers of pet birds sometimes
have less laxness or forbearance with
bad behavior in their avian pets? Are
the expectations of new pet psittacine
owners simply way too high, so that
when a bird gets a little stubborn or
assertive, it turns out to be a problem
the owner never even anticipated?
After all, most handfed hookbills are
like the little girl with the curl: “When
they are good they are very, very
good; but when they are bad, they can
be deplorable…”
Yep, there are some real Jekyll and
Hyde’s out here!
The point I am making is that avian
aggression is in so many ways just like
other aggressions—human included.
It is an integral part of the creatures
in question and the environment in
which they find themselves deposited.
Much of it is thoroughly normal…like
continued on page 9
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a pent-up, exasperated, feeling tired,
wrong-side-of-the-bed, bad feather
day, if you will. And as such, it is highly
predictable, therefore treatable.
April and I deal with amazon parrots
on a daily basis. At present we provide
care for ten Yellow Fronted Amazons,
ages fifty-something to less than two
years. (We also keep the odd conure,
mini-macaw or such that thinks it is
an amazon, but that is another tale!)
There are times when the terms
“parrot aggressiveness” and “amazon
parrot” seem synonymous. Many of
the adult birds in this unique genus
may show streaks of rebelliousness
or macho. Especially the males. The
key for me in dealing with my strongwilled O. ochrocephala subjects is to
remember that most of the behavior
I am viewing in the flock is perfectly
natural. Each flock member is different
in personality makeup, with variable
likes and dislikes. Each has an agenda
known only to him or her. Once I observe closely, I can begin to see what
“sets the bird off” so to speak, and
avoid these instigators.
There is a yellow front in my flock
which I named “Yoga”, but who subsequently was given the humorous
nickname “Killer” by April. Oh, she
gets along with him fine! He is the
protective mate of my long time pet
“Tia” who is a third generation yellowfront kept here at The Perfect Parrot.
When Killer arrived, it took him about
two months to begin to detest me,
regardless of the treats I handed him
and the soft words I expounded. Tia

and I were close, sharing occasional
“skritches” and endearments, and he
knew it. Therefore I was destined to
become an “enemy male.”
Six years and sundry unprovoked
flying/biting attacks later, I have resolved myself to the fact that Killer will
never consent to be my trusted friend
with the living arrangements as they
are now. So I keep a “scary glove” at
the door to his and Tia’s walk-in aviary
for my own protection when I go in to
feed and water. I put on the glove, and
I wear a hat and carefully watch behind me with direct eye contact when
venturing in to weed, prune, rake and
garden. If possible I take April along for
added help and calm diversion. Killer
has not launched an attack at me since
I became so very cautious.

This illustrates my number one rule
when dealing with avian aggression:
Above all, avoid being victimized. Do
not give an aggressive parrot a chance
continued on page 12
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President’s Message
Happy JULY!!!

•
Outreach and Educational Presentations: On July 4th at
Corte Madera’s celebration, George brought Elmo to share educational facts to the community. The kids really enjoyed Elmo and
he was truly the STAR! It was a last minute FREE EVENT (meaning
we only had about 10 days to get birds and humans together for
the event and the club did not have to pay for stage time) and we
handed out about 25 brochures and answered a lot of questions. We
advertised on our Facebook page as well as the website…so; check
both for last minute announcements.
•
George is the chairperson in charge of Educational Outreach Projects for the club and he his goal is to sponsor 3 programs
throughout the year. We have completed 2 programs to date…one
at Puny Paws in March and the Corte Madera event in July. Please
check with George if you are interested in being part of the Educational Outreach program.

REFRESHMENTS
Members Please Bring FOOD!
We all like to snack at our meetings.
Bring that bag of cookies or chocolate that you’re
afraid to keep at home and let your fellow club
members gain the pounds!
The range of last names to bring
snacks will be M-R for July 23.

Remember to Bring Raffle Items
Thank you.

•
I would like to open this up to all members from June’s
information. As a club, I would like to propose that we adopt a few
Organizations to support. Some to think about: 1) The Oasis 2) Indonesian Parrot Project (Bonnie Zimmerman), Pelican Media (Judy
Irving). ‘We’ as a club could contribute so much to each organization. Let’s chat at the July meeting.
•
You are invited...The board is amending the ByLaws to fit your request;
however, this is a very long process. We are still working on them...its taking a
lot longer than what we thought. The committee is going through each item bit
by bit to make sure we have everything correct. Remember, these ByLaws have
never been amended since inception in 1991. Next meeting at George’s house:
July 20th from 4pm-6pm. If you have thoughts and would like to be heard,
other than a one on one, now is the time to voice your opinion.
•
Let’s get going...I put this in the May and June newsletter and it’s time
to hear from you. The club needs volunteers to help. We need one or two people
that feel they are good at advertisement to go out and get some new advertisers
for our newsletter. We will even put together a script for you to read to the vendor. It’s that easy. We need the newsletter to pay for itself and at the moment....it
doesn’t. Give me a call or email me...WE NEED YOU TO GET INVOLVED!
•
**Check out Busy Beak Academy; July 19th, presented by Dr. Speer’s
office/Medical Center for Birds
Wing hugs to all!
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continued from page 9

to bite you. Do not give it the opportunity to launch a contact. The more one
can avoid such incidents, the better
the opportunity to change the patterns in any keeper-bird relationship.
Maintaining a good-sized flock of
one species of psittacine allows us
to make comparisons of certain bird
behavior traits in specific birds. This
can be a fascinating aggression study
when the keeper has known many
of the parrots from their beginning
nestbox days more than a decade ago.
So much of the adult parrot personality emerges gradually. Like in humans,
genetic programming may be a major
determining factor.
Amongst hens there are young
small and feisty individuals who get
into things and tempt the elder birds,
then fly off when challenged. There
are extra-large females which use their
bulk to get prime position at the food
dish, but basically are all bluff when it
comes to standing up for their territory. There are shy, introverted girls
that stay away from turmoil, depend
heavily on the machismo of their
“husbands” to secure them a place
in the flock pecking order. There are
wild-caught hens with assertiveness
posturing and “watch out!” Vocalizations straight from the jungles. There
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are even birds that outdo their male
mates when it comes to defense of
perch spot or status.
Various cock amazons can range on
the aggression scale as high as 10 or
as low as two or three. Some threaten
and strut and squawk to get their way
but avoid direct contact. Some will not
tolerate a male human around their
cage, but do not mind at all women
visitors. There are those that could
care less about any adult parrot—but
will get all fired up when a young
fledgling hen arrives on the scene. One
or two have food anxieties from their
former days so that they will show
aggression around any goodie dish—
even towards their hen. Like a feral
dog eating, is that behavior.
And of course there are those
amazons, males and females both,
who when spring arrives, step up their
aggressive tendencies because of
breeding season hormones. Hopefully,
most amazon owners have learned to
spot the signs and adjust their green
pet bird relationships accordingly.
Aloha, EB o
(Next month we continue this discussion with examples of aggressive pet
parrots, and how to deal with them.)

10 Things Bird Owners Do
That Others Will Never Understand

From Lafeber Website: 17th June 2015 by Laura Doering

1-Shower with their birds.
There’s a reason why shower perches exist — many parrots, like people, love
to get soaked in a shower. Taking your parrot into the shower with you saves
time and saves water. (Well, on second thought, showering with your parrot
might cause you to take a longer shower if your bird opens up his/her wings and
does a “water dance” to catch each droplet). Some pet bird people perch their
birds on the shower rod or nearby so their birds’ feathers can benefit from the
steam. If your bird likes to sing or whistle while in the shower, you might want
to give non-bird overnight houseguests a heads up, or they might assume that’s
you! Dogs are typically bathed all by themselves in the bathtub, outdoors under
a garden hose or at the groomer, and cats are rarely bathed — so your cat and
dog loving friends might not understand that showering with you is a favorite
part of your bird’s day.
2-Be OK with bird poop on their clothing.
Experienced bird people tend not to freak out if and when their bird poops on
them. We just deal with it by blotting it off with a wipe or napkin and continue
our conversation. When you think about it, bird poop is much less offensive, at
least size wise and smell-wise, than that of cats and dogs.
3- Sing to their birds in a “Sesame-Street” kind of way.
Compared to other pets, parrots tend to be a little more interactive — as in
you sing, they sing; you whistle, they whistle; you talk, they talk back. Combine
this with the fact that most parrots respond better to words or phrases said or
sung in a silly way — a habit you quickly develop — and you might be amusing
your houseguests without even knowing it.
4-Save the good veggies and fruit for their birds.
If you have a houseguest with fridge privileges, they might be taken aback by
your intervening if they open the crisp bin, the one dedicated solely for your
flock. You know your birds won’t forgive you if they see some silly human eating
their daily blueberry or freshly misted romaine leaf.
5-Dedicate a quiet room for their bird.
Bird people know how much their birds cherish a good night’s sleep. Birds
don’t want to be startled off of their perch and they don’t want to have to keep
one eye open in a room with activity going on. Some birds even insist on going
to bed at the same time each night and will start to vocalize their disapproval
of being left in the “mix of things” when the clock strikes that certain hour. The
solution is designating a separate sleep room. Your evening guests might be
equally startled if they accidentally venture into your bird’s quiet room and are
met with a squawk or the sound of a bird flapping his/her wings as he/she tries
to stay steady on the perch.
continued on page 16
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continued from page 7

Barley
Quinoa
Hand grate the squash and zucchini to provide a bit of texture and set
them aside in a strainer while they release their liquid.
There are two things that make these meals last a long time in the
freezer. One is letting the veggies drain thoroughly before mixing them
with the other ingredients before packaging them for freezing. It keeps
ice crystals from forming and prevents freezer burning.

The other trick is to vacuum seal the bags. A decent vacuum sealer can
be purchased for under $50 and will become a valuable staple in your
kitchen with a variety of uses.
There are absolutely no rules or boundaries to this recipe. You may
choose to add more grains, beans and pasta, and can utilize just about
every veggie (or fruit) under the sun. You may choose to chop your mix
more coarsely.
Choosing a finer chop, it can be served to all sizes of birds, but sometimes you may add larger chunks of food to the bowls of the bigger
birds. Another advantage to the finer chop is that it sticks to other
foods and often unknowingly gets eaten.
Here is a trick. Dampen a wheel of corn and roll it in the chop mix. The
bird will have no choice but to eat the mix to get to the corn.
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A varied diet is the best way to ensure that your bird’s dietary needs
are being met. There really isn’t a more healthy and well rounded meal
you can serve to your birds than this mix or one like it.
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continued from page 13

6-Hide in the closet,
pantry or bathroom when they’re on the phone so their bird can’t interrupt
them.
A lot of bird people have an in-home “phone booth,” which can be a closet,
pantry or bathroom — a place where they can hide so their bird won’t know
they are on the phone. “Why” a layperson may ask? Because many parrots
seem compelled to compete with their people during a phone call. This can be
through mimicking their person’s intonations, laugh or in, extreme cases, full-on
screaming for the duration of the call. The bird will most always win, so the easiest solution is to slip out of sight/sound while you make or answer a call.
7-Spend $25 on a toy their bird will completely destroy within the week, and
then buy more.
It’s fun to go bird toy shopping because toys for birds are often colorful, kidlike, and there is an endless variety. A torn and chewed up toy is the ultimate
form of flattery when it comes to parrots and their playthings. Bird people know
that parrots need safe items to chew up and thoroughly destroy and won’t flinch
at spending what would be considered a good amount of money in cat and dog
terms on a toy that won’t last more than a week or two.
8-Save their birds’ molted feathers.
Bird people are fortunate in that their pets “gift them” with a whole lot of
feathers a couple of times a year, when their birds molt. A lot of parrot people
save some of their birds’ colorful feathers as keepsakes. (My personal favorite is
my cockatiel’s top crest feather, which resembles a little plume.)
9- Whistle/contact call to their bird whenever they leave the room.
You might be so used to whistling to your bird from another room, that you
won’t notice the curious expression on your visitor’s face, who probably doesn’t
know the intricacies of your bird needing to know that you are nearby and safe.
10-Drive two or more hours to their favorite vet or bird store.
Bird people are a dedicated bunch. This might mean driving a couple hours to
a bird-experienced veterinarian or to an avian-retail store. In a dog and cat-centered pet world, a lot of bird people go out of their way to find top-quality avian
services.

Support our Additional Sponsors!
AVES OCCIDENTALIS - Earl McEnaney (707) 869-1229
Call for availability/prices.
25% discount on hand-fed baby birds to all RECBC
members
Farm Fresh Eggs $4.00 per Dozen ~available at meetings.
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June Treasurer’s Report
Beginning Bank Balance
INCOME
Membership
Raffle/Meetings/Silent Auctions
Logo items/Toy/Book/Food Sales
Change Fund
Donations
Advertiser Sales
Income Total:

$ 874.64
June
$
293.00
$ 1,738.00
$
50.00
$ 400.00
$
10.00
$
450.00
$ 2941.00

EXPENSES
Directory Printing
Newsletter Printing
Newsletter Postage
Office Supplies
Meeting Food Supplies
Pelican Dreams DVD
Membership Cards
Expense Total:
Ending Bank Balance:

June
$
46.02
$
71.26
$
49.00
$
43.71
$
178.06
$
20.00
$
2.55
$ 410.60
$ 3405.04

A Dog Boutique (Cats too!)

Featuring Homemade Organic Treats, Handmade items from
artisans around the Bay Area & On the Spot Pet Photography

Sue Yasinitsky - Owner

927 Golf Course Dr., Rohnert Park, CA 94928
Store 707 293-9629 ** Cell 707 479-2478
www.facebook.com/punypaws ** PunyPaws@gmail.com
“10% Discount to Club Members for Dog and Cat products”

Because your Dog is FAMILY!
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NOTICE

The information on this application will be in our files
but the only information that will be published in our
directory will be your Name, Phone, City, email.
Your address and bird variety will not be published.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Household

Individual

Sr, Household (60+)

Sr Individual (60+)

Jr. Under 17

$35

$30

$30

$25

$25

Membership dues are paid annually. If you have any questions
about your dues, contact Donna Shadowens (415) 324-1711
Circle type of membership:

New

Renewal

Name:______________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________
City:________________________ State____ Zip Code_______
Phone Numbers:______________________________________
email Address________________________________________
Payable to: Redwood Empire Cage Bird Club

Check out the Bird Channel
www.birdchannel.com
for lots of interesting and
informative articles on bird issues

Mail to: RECBC, PO Box 6232, Santa Rosa, CA 95406

ILLUSTRATED BY

THOMAS KIMBALL/BOWTIE INC.

Indicate your type of bird(s) and whether it is a Pet or Breeder
P B Amazons
P B Budgies
P B African Gray
P B Lories/Lorikeets
P B Canaries
P B Lovebirds
P B Cockatiels
P B Macaws
P B Cockatoos
P B Ringnecks
P B Conures
P B Parrolets
P B Doves
P B Pionus
P B Eclectus
P B Ringnecks
P B Finches
P B Australian Parakeets
P B Game Birds
P B Other
We often need help with various functions for the club (i.e. outreach programs,
toy making party, silent auction, picnic, etc.) Would you be interested and
willing to get involved and participate on occasion? Do you have any specialized
talents that you might like to volunteer? Please let us know!
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Since 1991

Redwood Empire Companion
Redwood
Empire
Cage
Bird Club
Bird Club
~Since
1991
Name change pending

REMINDER
Check your mailing
address label for
renewal date.

